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BIG NEWS!!! 
This year the Florida District has really sweetened the 
pot  to encourage Raffle ticket sales!  The new ticket 
stubs have a line marked “SOLD BY”.  Enter your name 
on the stub of each ticket you sell.  When the prize win-
ning tickets are pulled at the District Rally, the person 
who sold the winning Bike ticket will receive a cash prize 
of no less than $200.00!  (Depending on the amount of 
tickets sold, it may even be more!)  

 

The sellers of the $1,000 and $500 prize winning tickets will also receive a cash 
prize! (Amount to be determined.) 

   
AND, the District will pay the annual Charter Fee for each Chapter that sells 1,500 
or more tickets!   

 

PLUS, for each book of 10 tickets sold by Chapter M, the seller gets 1 free ticket! 

 

To quote Florida Sr. District Educator, Rick Northrup, “A total WIN-WIN for every-
body!   I want to thank everyone  for making the effort to keep FL Rider Ed #1, not 

only in Region "A" but, in all of GWRRA.  Our FL members 
are the best!” 

Each of us benefits directly from the free classes provided 
by Rider Education.  These ticket sales are the life-blood of 
Florida’s program.  When we come around with the tickets, 
please help out by taking some to sell.  THANK YOU! 

 

      Ride Safe, Ride Aware, 

        

 

      Curtis and Kim Palmore 

Chapter Directors Message 
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SUBMITTED BY TRACY AND SHARON DUNN 
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Driving a Green Car Results In Our ... 

KILLING A MOTORCYCLIST 

 

By: James R. Davis 

                                             Submitted by Tracy and Sharon Dunn 
 
My guess is that every one of my readers has heard of a motorcyclist who was injured or killed 
when someone turned left in front of them and a collision resulted. 
 
That left turner was always the 'bad guy', right? 
 
But surely you, like all the rest of us, have made left turns with our vehicles and we would never 
cause such an accident - because we remain alert, drive defensively, and maintain 
'situational awareness'. 
 
For example, let's say that we are driving our car along a country road and must make a left turn 
into our driveway when we arrive at home. We can see at least 1000 feet in front and behind us. 
There is only one car in the oncoming lane. We turn on our left turn signal and wait ... 
 

 

 

The white car passes us ... 
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We turn left toward our driveway ... 
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And we discover that we have just KILLED A MOTORCYCLIST! 
 
How can that be? We did everything right! We were not speeding, not drunk, not talking on a cell 
phone ... but there lies a dead motorcyclist and you can be absolutely certain that we will get a day 
in court to explain why we killed him. Especially after we say "I didn't see him!" 
 
Any thoughts on the matter? 
 
Well, let me give you a hint. You would expect, I'm guessing, that the motorcyclist crashed into the 
passenger side of our green car because, after all, we have crossed over almost the entire oncoming 
lane. But you would be wrong as what actually happened is that the motorcycle hit our LEFT-FRONT 
bumper. 
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Have any other thoughts now? 
 
Oh, he hit us at 40 mph, the legal speed limit. That is, he had not been traveling at 100 mph and 
just appeared out of nowhere - there was 1,000 feet of unobstructed visibility both ahead of and 
behind us. 
 
What I will demonstrate for you here is that motorcyclists MUST drive defensively. Part of defensive 
driving is a concept called 'conspicuity' - visibility. 
 
That does not simply mean 'drive with your headlights on', and it does not simply mean 'wear light 
colored and/or reflective clothing'. It means 'SEE' and 'BE SEEN'. 
 
In this particular scenario there is only one possible way for the accident to have happened - the 
motorcyclist really was not visible to us. 
 
For example, he was 'tailgating' the white car ... 
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Observe that from our perspective (driver of the green car), there is no motorcycle or any other 
traffic in the oncoming lane other than the white car. This has been true since the white car first be-
came visible to us when it was over 1,000 feet ahead. The white car obscured our sight lines. 
 
Then, as the white car began to pass us, for merely a moment, part of the motorcycle becomes visi-
ble, but immediately thereafter that 'A pillar' begins to obstruct the motorcyclist (that metal column 
on the left edge of your windshield that supports the roof and windshield). 
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Now let me ask you, "Why did the motorcyclist hit our left-front bumper instead of the passenger side of our car?" 

 
Again, you know the answer to that question. New riders who have not, through practice, internalized the concept of 

counter-steering and use it instinctively, tend to NOT use it during a crisis. No rational thinking person would turn their 

motorcycles toward the front of a left-turning vehicle as in this scenario because that would result in hitting the vehicle 
at its front, AND being run over by the vehicle after the collision. They would, if possible, turn toward the rear of the 

left-turner.  
 

But new, inexperienced, riders - having forgotten everything they ever 'knew' or had heard about counter-steering, 

would try to turn their handlebars to the left and find that the bike 'fights them' - simply will not go to the left. In fact, 
the harder they try, the more the bike turns to the right. The result, a collision with the front of our green car instead of 

merely a close call. 
 

Oh, it doesn't really matter whether or not our car is green. Just as it is incorrect to assume that 'green' is the 'bad guy', 
so, too, is it incorrect to assume that the left-turner is at fault. 

 

Rider errors killed this motorcyclist. 

 

Copyright 1992 - 2016 by The Master Strategy Group, all rights reserved. 
http://www.msgroup.org 

 
(James R. Davis is a recognized expert witness in the fields of Motorcycle Safety/Dynamics.) 
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Glad you’re feel’in better!! 

We welcomed Bill back following an extended hospital and rehab stay with a ban-
ner that included a photo of him and Margie in Blue M&M costumes.  Margie said 

that photo was taken 16 years ago!   Best wishes for continued improvement and 
a full recovery, Bill!  We love you guys! 

 

Submitted by Kim Palmore 
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FUN AT THE MAY GENERAL GATHERING!!! 

You should have seen Charlie Nolan’s 
face when Bill Miller pointed out to 
him that he was wearing a shirt with 
“Judy” on it!!!  What IS it with our 
folks wearing each other’s shirts? 

Charlie said, “There’s gonna’ be a 
fight when I get home!”  Judy did 
the ironing and that’s the shirt she 
handed him to wear to the General 
Gathering.   Nice job on the shirt, 
Judy! 

Jerry Costell wore his “Lucky 
Chicken” hat!!  
It didn’t help 
him win any-
thing, but we 
got a laugh out 
of it.   

Come to next 
month’s Gen-
eral Gathering 
and join in the 
FUN!! 
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Congratulations to John Knof on His New 

Sidecar! 
 

We got our first peek at John’s upgraded rig at the May 12 Kick Tire.  

John had just picked it up and brought it to Country Skillet on it’s 
maiden voyage.  Annie Stretch, who hadn’t seen it yet, immediately 

dubbed the new Sidecar “Adorable!”  And it is a really nice addition to 
John’s Wing.  Here’s wishing you many Safe, and enjoyable miles, John 

Submitted by Kim Palmore 
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Saturday Ride to Joe’s Eats 

We are so fortunate to live in Florida where we can ride year round.   Early May was 

pleasant with cool mornings and evenings.    Taking full advantage of that beautiful 
weather, Chapter M kicked off the month with a great ride to Joe’s Eats in Longboat Key 

on May 7.  Joe’s is one of our favorite ice cream stops.  Thirteen bikes and 19 confec-
tion-deprived riders thoroughly enjoyed a leisurely ride over the Skyway Bridge, and 
through Bradenton Beach.   Thanks to Charlie Nolan for leading us through a lovely 

community of stately homes along the way! 

CONGRATS, 
MARY!   Mary Claypool 

and her father, Bill Lattanze, 
made  the trip to  Joe’s on 
her brand new Can-Am.    

Chapter M wishes you many 
SAFE and happy miles, 

Mary and Bill! 

No surprises here . . . 

Steven Burson scarfed 
down a huge banana split 

and was making plans to 
stop to eat again before we 

left Joe’s!!! 
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On the way home, we were treated to a spectacular sunset!   As we rode across the  
Sunshine Skyway, the sun was a huge, brilliant orange, glowing ball.    The sun’s 
reflection shimmered in the gently rippled water as it slipped slowly into Boca Ciega 

Bay.  What a perfectly timed ending to a perfect ride!  Thanks to all who participated!  

Hope to see YOU out there next time. 

 

 

Submitted by Kim Palmore 
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AUGUST WILL BE HERE BEFORE YOU 
KNOW IT! 

 SAVE YOUR “STUFF” AND MARK YOUR 
CALENDARS  

NOW!!!  

CHAPTER M’S 

ANNUAL 
RUMMAGE 

SALE! 

 

 

 

 

Clean out those 
closets and 
drawers, give the 
garage a going over 

and donate your 
stuff to benefit 

Chapter M’s 
charities! 

 
Submitted by Kim Palmore 

 

AUGUST 

12 & 13, 

2016, at 

PARK 

ROYALE 
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GOLDWING TICKETS 

 

 

 

The Chapter has 3500 Goldwing tickets to sell.  Please contact Tracy and Sharon Dunn 
for tickets.  We will have them at the kick tires and General Gathering. 

The Chapter needs your help to sell them and the new incentives (in addition to the free 
book for selling 10 books) are listed below…… 
If our northern members would like tickets mailed to them….please send us a email with 

correct mailing address and number of tickets requested. 
Remember that these ticket sales pays for all of your Rider Education (CPR/First Aid, 

ERC, TRC etc.) in the state of Florida. 
 
If you will notice on the ticket stub, (the short stub you keep and put in the barrel), you will find a 
line marked "SOLD BY".  When each ticket is sold the person selling it needs to put their name on 
that ticket.  When the prize winning tickets are pulled at the rally, the person that sold the winning 
bike ticket will receive a cash prize of no less than $200.00.  (Depending on the amount of tickets 
sold it may even be more.)  The $1000 winning ticket and the $500 winning ticket sales person/s 
will also receive a cash prize, (to be determined).   
 
Any and all chapters selling 1500 or more tickets will have their annual charter fees paid for by the 
district which is $100 
 
 

Submitted by Tracy  and Sharon Dunn 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           June   

Special Days 

Anniversaries 

Gary & Essie Ryan/Zgorzelski  2 

Mike & Pam Richards  8 

Dean & Joann Hauser  13 

Paul & Wavy Begin  19 

JR & Jean Garrison  21 

George & Julie Schneider  28 

Carroll & Sue Stout  28 

Anniversaries 

Art Makinster  3 

John & Karen Jalomo  9 

Ken & Fran Hale/Read  10 

Fred & Joyce Hartley  19 

20 

July 

Birthdays 

Donna VanTuinen  1 

Mary Jane Riel  4 

Ruth Hicks  10 

LeRoy Webb  21 

Pamela Lantz  27 

Julie Schneider  29 

Curtis Palmore  30 

Birthdays 

Sue Getz  4 

Judy Nolan  6 

Joyce Hartley  7 

Evona Pawlik  15 

Dave Pattison  16 

Zee Morgan  18 

Paul Bowser  22 

Gene Henry  24 

Bob Reynolds  28 
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Public  Relations 

Don’t forget that we are still collecting clothes for Clothes for Kids.  This is a year round en-
deavor by Chapter M.   

 

GOODY SALES 

 FOR PICTURES OF AVAILABLE ITEMS AND AN ORDER FORM GO TO suncoastwings.com.  
All orders should be given to Mary Ann Claypool on the order form on the website. 
 

 
  
FLORIDA DISTRICT AND REGION A NEWSLETTERS 

 
 TO ACCESS THE REGION A NEWSLETTER CLICK ON THE FOLLOWING LINK 

                 http://www.gwrra-regiona.org/news/Newsletter/Anewsjun16.html 

TO ACCESS THE FLORIDA DISTRICT NEWSLETTER CLICK ON THE 

 FOLLOWING LINK 

                   http://www.gwrraflorida.com/newsletter.html 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

 
 

http://www.gwrra-regiona.org/news/Newsletter/AnewsMay15.html
http://www.gwrraflorida.com/newsletter.html
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2016 FLORIDA and REGION GWRRA EVENTS 

 

 

 

Jun 11                         FL1-X Rally                                           Welaka 

 

June 25                        Lead Like You Ride                               Pigeon Forge, TN 

 

July 14-16                  So. Carolina District Rally                      Anderson, SC 

 

Aug 31-Sep 3               Wing Ding                                               Billings, MT 

 

Oct 8                           Green Frog Getaway                               Pensacola 

 

Oct 8                            FL2-A Wingtober Fest                            Lake Harbor 

 

Oct 13-15                    Mississippi District Rally                        Gulfport, Ms 

 

Oct 22                         FL2-G Pancake Breakfast                         Fort Myers 

 

Oct 27-29                    Region A Rally                                         Eufala, AL 

 

                  

 

2017 FLORIDA and REGION GWRRA EVENTS 

 

March 23-25             Florida District Rally                                   Orlando 
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Chapter “M” Money Disbursements, per person 

 

$1.00 

Member can collect $1.00 after signing in on the sign-in sheet, at each event. 

ALL of the disbursements listed below will be given out by the activities coordinator or an 
alternate, at the event or as soon after the event as possible. 

$1.00 

Attending Chapter M functions, where there is a sign-in sheet (Kick tires, M gathering, team meet-
ings, rides, etc) and wearing M&M (non-chapter) attire or any GWRRA Rally shirt. 

$2.00 

Attending Chapter M functions where there is a sign-in sheet (Kick tire, “M” gatherings, team 
meetings, rides, etc) and wearing a Chapter M shirt with a 10” GWRRA patch or a vest with a 10” 
GWRRA patch.   

$10.00 

Attending a different Chapter functions/Rally and wearing Chapter M attire with a 10” GWRRA 
patch on a shirt and/or vest.  

Participation in any Chapter challenge. 
When a member volunteers at any District Convention, Region Convention or Wing Ding for 

working the games, volunteers as an instructor for training, helping with vendors or repre-
senting Chapter M in an event (Talent show, Coy Selection, Chapter Pride, Best Dressed, 
Bike shows, etc.)   

Any Double point visitation and wearing Chapter M attire with a 10” GWRRA patch on a shirt 
and/or vest. 

 

$20.00 

Attending any District Convention and wearing Chapter M attire with a 10” GWRRA patch on a 
shirt and/or vest.  

Any participation in a Triathlon or race event sanctioned by the Chapter Directors. 
 (Chapter attire is NOT required)  

3.    A Chapter member submitting an article for the newsletter (except the CD and the RE) 

$30.00 

Attending any Region Convention and wearing Chapter M attire with a 10” GWRRA patch on a 
shirt and/or vest.  

 

$50.00 

Attending the International Wing Ding and wearing Chapter M attire with a 10” GWRRA patch on a 
shirt and/or vest.  

The Chapter Director may give out chapter money for special awards, recognitions, etc. that 
he/she deems appropriate.  $$$ on the calendar means extra Chapter dollars. 

ANY disputes over the distribution of Chapter M money’s will be resolved by the Chapter Di-
rector or his/her designate on a case by case basis.     

 REMEMBER THE #1 RULE IS TO HAVE FUN. 
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All CHAPTER M RIDES LEAVE FROM  All CHAPTER M RIDES LEAVE FROM    

  
All rides (including Breakfast rides) will leave from WAWA’s All rides (including Breakfast rides) will leave from WAWA’s 

at the southeast corner of Roosevelt and US19at the southeast corner of Roosevelt and US19  

  

PLEASE HAVE A FULL TANK OF GAS PLEASE HAVE A FULL TANK OF GAS   
 
 

If you have changes in your address, telephone home/cell phone numbers or e-mail address 
send them to dunbo@tampabay.rr.com or call Sharon or Tracy Dunn at 727-544-2961.  
We would like to keep our records up to date.   

TO LEARN ABOUT CRUISES PLANNED BY CHAPTER MEMBERS PLEASE  GO TO THE FLM-1 

WEBSITE VIA THIS LINK 

 

http://suncoastwings.com/Cruises/cruise.htm 

 

http://suncoastwings.com/Cruises/cruise.htm
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CRUNCH TIME:NYPD bulldozers wreck 

motorbikes 

Associated Press 
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Advertise your business in this monthly newsletter.  

Our reasonable annual rates are: 

 

Business Card  $25.00 

1/4 Page  $50.00 

1/2 Page  $75.00 

                                             Full Page  $100.00 

 

                         Your ad will also appear on our website. 
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Barney's Motorcycle 
Sales  

10411 Gandy Blvd. St. 
Petersburg FL 33702 

Phone: (727) 576-1148 


